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Abstract Industrial wireless sensor networks have been

widely deployed in many industrial systems. The main

communication paradigm of such systems, known as con-

vergecast, is to converge sensing data to a centralized

manager. The rapid and reliable data convergecast is

essential to the industrial production. Multiple radio

interfaces on a network device and convergecast schedul-

ing algorithms can effectively reduce convergecast delay.

Existing works confine to the convergecast based on linear-

and tree-based routing. Compared to the two routing

schemes, graph routing is more reliable. Although the

graph routing gains more popularity in industrial networks

due to its better reliability, few works have addressed its

temporality performance. On the other hand, the number of

radio interfaces also impacts on the convergecast delay. In

this paper, we present a holistic framework to solve how to

use multiple radio interfaces to converge data. First, we

propose a convergecast scheduling algorithm for industrial

wireless sensor networks with multiple radio interfaces.

Second, based on our proposed scheduling algorithm, we

propose an optimal algorithm and a fast heuristic algorithm

to minimize the number of radio interfaces under the

temporality constraint of industrial production. Evaluations

show that all our algorithms perform closely to the optimal

solution.

Keywords Industrial wireless sensor networks � Multiple

radio interfaces � Raw data convergecast scheduling � Cost
minimizing

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor networks have been widely used in

industrial applications, e.g., monitoring systems in indus-

trial production [1–3], collaborative location and tracking

systems [4, 5]. In such systems, monitoring data generated

by each sensor device are sent to a centralized manager via

the wireless network. The many-to-one communication

paradigm is known as convergecast. Industrial applications

usually have stringent requirement on the performance of

wireless sensor networks. Delayed convergecast may

degrade the control performance and even cause catas-

trophic consequences. Figure 1 shows a wireless sensor

network in a cement factory. The temperature of the rotary

kiln is very important for cement manufacture. The tem-

perature message must be sent to the control room as soon

as possible. If a data packet with high-temperature message

is delayed, workers cannot take measures in time and thus

the defective product rate increases and the kiln may

explode.
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To reduce the delay of data convergecast, multiple radio

interfaces on a network device and novel convergecast

scheduling methods have to be used. Two kinds of con-

vergecast scheduling methods have been proposed. The

first one is aggregated convergecast [6–8], in which sensing

data are aggregated at intermediate nodes to reduce the

number of packets. The less packets lead to less delay, but

the aggregated convergecast may discard some information

required by the industrial control. So we focus on the

second type, in which the raw data are delivered from the

source device to the sink without modification.

Some networks about using multiple radio interfaces to

converge raw data have been proposed, e.g., only the sink

has multiple radio interfaces [9–11] and all network nodes

are equipped with multiple radio interfaces [12, 13].

However, all of these works focus on linear- [14] and tree-

based [15] routing. While in industrial wireless protocols,

the graph routing scheme has been more widely used than

other routing schemes [16–18]. The main difference

between the three types of routing paths is the number of

predecessors and successors of forwarding nodes. In linear-

based routing, each forwarding node only has a predecessor

and a successor; in tree-based routing, a forwarding node

has one successor and multiple predecessors; in graph-

based routing, a node can have multiple successors and

multiple predecessors. So the graph routing path can

improve system reliability by routing packets around fault

nodes and external interference. But to the best of our

knowledge there are no previous works about the con-

vergecast method based on the graph routing. When the

routing path of a flow is a graph, part of the flow can be

transmitted in parallel and the other part must be serial. The

series-parallel hybrid feature do not exist in linear- and

tree-based routing. Due to this feature, the existing

approaches cannot be applied to industrial networks. On

the other hand, the number of radio interfaces is a main

factor influencing the convergecast delay. A radio interface

cannot serve more than one packet simultaneously.

Therefore, the number of radio interfaces equipped on a

node indicates the parallelism degree of the node. If radio

interfaces on a node cannot serve all waiting packets

simultaneously, the extra delay will be introduced. So a

small number of radio interfaces cannot converge data in

time while excessive radio interfaces cause cost waste. In

this paper, we present a holistic solution to solve how to

apply multiple radio interfaces to converge data in indus-

trial wireless sensor networks. We list our contributions as

follows.

First, we study the convergecast scheduling problem in

the wireless sensor network with multiple radio interfaces.

In this problem, the number of radio interfaces is consid-

ered as a given parameter and will be determined in the

second problem our paper focuses on. We translate the

scheduling problem to the shortest path problem, and then

design a method based on the spanning tree to optimize the

scheduling. Evaluations show that our method outperforms

existing ones, and the different between our method and

the optimal solution is less than 10%.

Second, we find the minimal number of radio interfaces

required to guarantee the given convergecast delay. To

reduce the solution space, we analyze the upper and lower

bounds of the number of radio interfaces for each node.

Then based on the result of the first problem, we propose an

optimal branch and bound algorithm and a fast heuristic

algorithm to search the reduced solution space. Evaluations

show that our heuristic algorithm is close to optimal, and

the different between them is less than 3%.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2

introduces the related work. Section 3 describes our system

model and problem statement. Section 4 presents our

convergecast scheduling algorithm. Section 5 presents the

cost optimization algorithm. Section 6 shows evaluations.

Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Related work

Multi-radio wireless networks have been widely studied in

previous works. Generally, multiple homogeneous radio

interfaces are used to improve the network throughput, e.g.,

[19–23]. On the other hand, some works use heterogeneous

radio interfaces to achieve the tradeoff between energy

efficiency and performance, e.g., [12, 24–26]. However,

these previous works do not focus on the TDMA con-

vergecast scheduling.

For the raw convergecast scheduling, the work in [27]

shows the decision version of raw convergecast scheduling

on single channel is NP-complete in a weak sense. Simi-

larly, the work in [28] also focus on single channel and

provide a distributed scheduling algorithm for tree net-

works. Then some works consider the multi-channel net-

work, the work in [29] evaluates the impacts of power

control on the number of time slots required by raw

Fig. 1 A wireless network in a cement factory
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convergecast scheduling. The work in [30] proposes a

greedy heuristic approach to minimize the end-to-end delay

for tree-based wireless sensor networks. The work in [1]

presents a time-optimal method for binary-tree networks.

And the work in [31] proposes a time- and channel-optimal

method for linear networks. Based on the above two works,

the work in [32] takes the impact of packet copying into

account to enhance the channel utilization. The work in

[33] proposes two scheduling algorithms for real-time

flows with different periods and multiple linear paths. The

same authors in [34] propose a fixed priority assignment

algorithm for the same system model. Though the two

works do not address the convergecast scheduling, their

problem model can be reduced to the convergecast

scheduling problem when all flows have the same period

and are from sensors to the sink. The work in [35] inves-

tigates interference through experimental studies and

implement a method in a practical system to improve the

network performance. The work in [36, 37] uses coopera-

tive communication technique to optimize the network

throughput. However, all these above convergecast

scheduling works are based on single radio interface. The

authors of [9–11] consider how to use multiple radio

interfaces to improve the network performance. In [9], their

method MODESA is centralized. In [10], they extend the

method MODESA to an adaptive strategy. In [11], they

propose a distributed scheduling algorithm. Additionally,

the work in [13] consider how to use dual-radio wireless

sensor networks to collect data. But these works address

linear- and tree-based routing path and are not suitable for

reliable industrial networks.

The problem of minimizing the cost of wireless net-

works has been studied as a part of the network planning.

For example, the work in [38] minimizes the total instal-

lation cost for wireless indoor networks. The work in [39]

minimizes the number of sensor nodes in the oil pipeline

monitoring system. The work in [40] minimizes the cost of

installing access point box and radio interfaces. But the

previous works do not consider how to minimize the

number of radio interfaces under the convergecast delay

constraint.

3 System overview and problem statement

The wireless protocols WirelessHART [17, 41] and WIA–

PA [18] are widely used in industrial applications. To

improve the reliability and temporality of the industrial

systems, they all support the following techniques: Time

Division Multiple Access (TDMA), multi-channel, cen-

tralized manager and graph routing scheme. According to

these techniques, we present our system model in the fol-

lowing. Note that our system model is fully compatible

with the IEEE 802.15.4e MAC behavior mode TSCH

(Time Slotted Channel Hopping) [42]. Therefore, it can be

used in networks that support the TSCH mode, such as all

WirelessHART networks and part of WIA–PA networks.

3.1 Network model

We consider an industrial wireless sensor network char-

acterized by W ¼ \N; L[ :

• A network consists of sensor nodes and a sink node,

which is connected to a centralized network manager.

The node set is denoted by N ¼ fn1; n2; . . .g.
• Matrix L : N � N is the set of links. If the nodes ni and

nj can directly communicate with each other, the

element lij in the matrix L is equal to 1; otherwise,

lij ¼ 0. The set L presents the network topology.

The number of radio interfaces equipped on the node ni is

ri, i.e., the node ni can serve at most ri packets simulta-

neously. The radio interface set is R ¼ fr1; r2; . . .g. We

define the cost of radio interfaces as the sum of all ri, i.e.,

C ¼
P

8ri2R
ri.

The network is based on TDMA scheme. Each time slot

allows an one-hop packet transmission and its acknowl-

edgement to be transmitted. For simplicity, we call one-hop

packet transmission and its acknowledgement as a trans-

mission. If a transmission waits to be scheduled on a node,

it is called as released transmission. Our network model

supports 16 non-overlapping channels, which are defined in

the IEEE 802.15.4e protocol and support by the Wire-

lessHART protocol and the WIA–PA protocol. But not all

of them can always be accessed due to external interfer-

ence. We use M (1�M� 16) to denote the number of

available channels. Each channel supports a transmission at

a time slot.

3.2 Data flow model

The data flow set is denoted by F ¼ ff1; f2; . . .g. All flows
generate packets on their source nodes at the same time,

which is represented as the first time slot, then these

packets are transmitted to the sink via their routing graphs.

If the last packet arrives at the sink on the z-th time slot, the

convergecast delay is z. The routing graph pi of the flow fi
is constituted by links (as shown in Fig. 2-(a)). Every node

along the routing graph has at most two links from itself to

other nodes and attempts to send a packet at most three

times (including the initial transmission and two retrans-

missions) [16, 17]. Each transmission solely occupies a

time slot at the given channel. The initial transmission and

the first retransmission are on the same link, whose type is

defined as L1. The second retransmission is on another link

Wireless Netw (2018) 24:3205–3219 3207
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if there exists, whose type is L2. A node may receive the

same packet from different paths, e.g. for the flow f1, the

node n4 receives the same packet from the sub-paths

fn1; n2; n4g and fn1; n3; n4g. In this case, the time slots

assigned to the node n4 for sending the packet are after the

time slots where the node n4 receives all packets. Since a

packet is delivered via multiple sub-paths, the graph rout-

ing can effectively improve the system reliability. For

example, if the node n5 breaks down and the link l25 is

invalid, the packets of the flow f1 can also be delivered to

the sink via the paths fn1; n2; n4; n6g and fn1; n3; n4; n6g.

3.3 Scheduling rule

The centralized network manager assigns a time slot and a

channel to each transmission. Several transmissions con-

stitute a packet transmitting, i.e., a packet is transmitted

from its sources node to the sink at the assigned time slots

and channels. These assignments are called as converge-

cast scheduling. The convergecast scheduling for the

example in Fig. 2-(a) is shown in Fig. 2-(b), where each

node is equipped with two radio interfaces, and TS and CH

is the abbreviation of Time Slot and CHannel, respectively.

The convergecast delay z is equal to 8. In our paper, the

schedulable resource at one time slot on one channel is

called as sub-slot. Each sub-slot corresponds to a block in

Fig. 2-(b). The sub-slot at the i-th time slot and the j-th

channel is called as the ðði� 1Þ �M þ jÞ-th sub-slot.

When the network manager generates the convergecast

scheduling, two types of conflicts must be avoided. The

first one is the scheduling conflict, in which any two

transmissions cannot be assigned the same sub-slot. If two

transmissions are sent on the same channel simultaneously,

their signals overlap and they cannot be distinguished. The

second one is the node conflict. Since a radio interface only

serves a transmission at a time slot, the number of trans-

missions served by a node at a time slot must be not larger

than the number of radio interfaces equipped on the node.

3.4 Problem statement

In this paper, we solve the following two problems about

using multiple radio interfaces to implement convergecast.

1. Given the network model W, the radio interface set R,

the number of available channels M, the data flow set

F and their routing graphs, our objective is to minimize

the convergecast delay z under the conflict constraints

(shown in Sect. 4).

2. Given the network model W, the number of available

channels M, the given upper bound of convergecast

delay �z, the data flow F and their graph routings, our

objective is to minimize the radio interface cost under

the conflict constraints such that all packets can be

converged in the duration of �z time slots (shown in

Sect. 5).

4 Convergecast scheduling

There are complex relationships between the transmissions.

Due to the releasing order and the resource conflict, some

of the transmissions must be scheduled serially. But the

others can be scheduled in parallel on multiple channels.

Therefore, first, we use the unfolding graph to represent the

relationships between them. Based on the unfolding graph,

we propose a 0–1 Integer Linear Programming and a

heuristic algorithm to solve the scheduling problem.

4.1 Unfolding graph

Algorithm 1 constructs the unfolding graph G ¼
\V ;D;U[ according to the data flow set F and their

routing graphs. Each transmission corresponds to an element

va in the vertex setV. And each vertex contains the source and

destination nodes of the transmission (denoted by

va ¼ \aa; ba [ ). The directed edge set D represents the

releasing order. If there exists an element dab 2 D, the vertex

vb can be released after the vertex va is scheduled. If several

directed edges can compose a path from va to vb, then the

vertex va is the ancestor of the vertex vb, denoted by va � vb.

The undirected edges in the set U denote that the releases of

the two vertices va and vb are unordered. For two vertices va
and vb, if va§vb and vb§va, then uab 2 U. Note that if va � vb
and there does not exist dab 2 D, then the edge from va to vb
does not appear in the graphG. This design reduces the graph

size, but does not impact on the solution.

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 2 A WirelessHART network and its convergecast scheduling.

a Graph routing, b a convergecast scheduling
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Algorithm 1 Construct the Unfolding Graph
Require: F , ∀πi

Ensure: G =< V, D, U >
1: a = 1;
2: for each fk ∈ F do
3: ∀ni ∈ N , Ωi ← ∅;
4: Q.enqueue(the source node of the flow fk); // Q is a

FIFO queue
5: while !Q.isEmpty() do
6: ni = Q.dequeue();
7: if ∃lij ∈ πk and the type of lij is L1 then
8: V ← V + {va, va+1}; D ← D + {da,a+1};
9: ∀vb ∈ Ωi, D ← D + {dba};

10: Ωj ← Ωj + {va+1}; a+ = 2;
11: else if ∃lij ∈ πk and the type of lij is L2 then
12: V ← V + {va}; D ← D + {da−1,a};
13: Ωj ← Ωj + {va}; a + +;
14: if |Ωj | == Ikj then
15: Q.enqueue(nj);
16: for each va ∈ V do
17: for each vb ∈ V \{vg|vg ≺ va or va ≺ vg} do
18: U ← U + {uab};
19: return < V, D, U >;

In Algorithm 1, first, the algorithm constructs the directed

graph \V;D[ (lines between 2 and 15), and then gener-

ates the set U to describe the resource conflict between two

transmissions (lines between 16 and 18). The symbol Xi

(Xi � V) denotes the set of vertices that have been added to

the set V and whose destination nodes are the node ni. The

symbol Iki denotes the in-degree of the node ni in the routing

graph pk. When jXij is equal to Iki, the packet has been

transmitted to the node ni from all links and the transmissions

from the node ni to other nodes can be released (lines

between 14 and 15). For each flow, we traverse its routing

graph. The transmissions and their releasing order are added

to the directed graph one by one (lines 8, 9 and 12). Fig-

ure 3(b) shows the unfolding graph of the network shown in

Fig. 3(a). In Fig. 3(a), there are two flows f1 (in black) and f2
(in red). Algorithm 1 first constructs two graphs for the two

flows, respectively. For f1, seven black vertices fv1; . . .; v7g
are generated and connected in order of releasing. In the

same way, the red graph of f2 is constructed. Finally, the

edges that indicate the resource conflict are added between

the two graphs. The number of iterations of the for loop in

line 2, thewhile loop in line 5 and the forall in line 9 isO(|F|),

O(|N|) and O(|N|), respectively. So the time complexity of

Algorithm 1 is OðjFjjNj2Þ.

4.2 0–1 integer linear programming

Based on the unfolding graph, we formulate our problem as

the following 0–1 ILP problem. The network manager

assigns the ma-th channel and the sa-th time slot to the

vertex va, and the objective of these assignments is to

converge all data in the minimum number z of time slots.

We define several binary variables to represent them:

• max ¼ 1 if ma ¼ x, otherwise max ¼ 0.

• sax ¼ 1 if sa ¼ x, otherwise sax ¼ 0.

• zx ¼ 1 if z ¼ x, otherwise zx ¼ 0.

So the optimization objective is represented as

min
X

8x2½1;jVj�
x � zx ð1Þ

where the range of x is from 1 to the number of elements in

the set V. It is because that in the worst case there is only

one vertex scheduled at every time slot and thus scheduling

all vertices needs at most |V| time slots. The programming

must respect the following constraints.

• Uniqueness constraint Each vertex can be scheduled at

only one time slot and on only one channel. Similarly,

the variable z is equal to one value.

8va 2 V;
X

8x2½1;jV j�
sax ¼ 1 ð2Þ

8va 2 V;
X

8x2½1;M�
max ¼ 1 ð3Þ

X

8x2½1;jV j�
zx ¼ 1 ð4Þ

• Time slot constraint Any transmission cannot be

scheduled after the last time slot.

8va 2 V; 1�
X

8x2½1;jV j�
x � sax �

X

8y2½1;jV j�
y � zy ð5Þ

• Channel constraint At most M channels can be used.

8va 2 V; 1�
X

8x2½1;M�
x � max �M ð6Þ

• Releasing order constraint If there exists the edge dab,

the vertex vb is scheduled after the vertex va.

8dab 2 D;
X

8x2½1;jV j�
x � sax\

X

8y2½1;jV j�
y � sby ð7Þ

• Conflict constraint The node conflict constrains that at

any time slot the number of vertices served by a node is

not larger than the number of radio interfaces equipped

on the node.

8x 2 ½1; jVj�; 8ni 2 N;
X

8vb2Vi

sbx � ri ð8Þ

where Vi denotes the set of the vertices that use the

node ni. The scheduling conflict constrains that any two

vertices cannot be scheduled at the same time slot and

on the same channel, i.e., both variables of two vertices

cannot be equal to one.
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8va 2 V ; 8vb 2 Vnfvag; 8x 2 ½1; jVj�; 8y 2 ½1;M�;

sax þ sbx þ may þ mby\4

ð9Þ

According to the above formulation (1)–(9), ILP solvers

can solve this problem.

4.3 A heuristic algorithm based on minimum

spanning trees

Using ILP solvers can obtain the optimal solutions. But the

running time of ILP solvers may become unacceptable as

the network size grows. So we design a fast heuristic

algorithm for the scheduling problem.

The vertex va is scheduled at the Ka-th sub-slot. We call

Ka as the absolute distance of the vertex va. We use the

array Sch½1; . . .; jVj� to denote the scheduling order gener-

ated by our algorithm. If va ¼ Sch½c� and vb ¼ Sch½cþ 1�,
the vertex vb is scheduled after (Kb � Ka) sub-slots of

scheduling the vertex va and there is not any vertex

scheduled between them. Thus, the number of time slots

that is used to schedule all vertices is
KSch½jV j�

M

l m
.

Our problem is to schedule all vertices in the minimum

number of time slots. In other words, we want to find the

minimumabsolute distance of the last vertex in the array Sch,

which visits each vertex exactly once. The problem is similar

to the shortest Hamiltonian path problem. Between our

problem and the general shortest Hamiltonian path problem,

there are two differences. The first one is the releasing order

constraint. In the general shortest path problem, vertices are

visited in any order as long as the path is the shortest. But in

our problem, the releasing order must be constrained by the

set D. So in our algorithm we need to verify whether these

constraints hold. The second one is that the distance between

two vertices is fixed in the general shortest path problem.

While in our problem, the distance is unknown before the

schedules are generated. In the following, we introduce how

to calculate the distance in our problem. The first vertex is

scheduled at the 1st sub-slot, so KSch½1� ¼ 1. We assume that

the absolute distanceKSch½c� and the scheduled array from the

first vertex to the c-th vertex (denoted by Schc½�) are known.

Then if va ¼ Sch½c� and the vertex vb is scheduled after the

vertex va, we have that

KbðaÞ ¼ Ka þmin MaxDðb; a; SchcÞ;
Ka

M

� �

�M � Ka þ 1

� �

ð10Þ

where

MaxDðb; a; SchcÞ

¼ max 1;M �max
jAðb; a; SchcÞj

rab

� �

;
jBðb; a; SchcÞj

rbb

� �� �� �

¼ vgj8Schc½g�;
KSch½g�
M

� �

¼ Ka þ 1

M

� �

; ab 2 vg

� �

¼ vgj8Schc½g�;
KSch½g�
M

� �

¼ Ka þ 1

M

� �

; bb 2 vg

� �

If the time slot used by the vertex va contains idle sub-slots

and the vertex vb does not have node conflicts with the ver-

tices scheduled at this time slot, the vertex vb can be sched-

uled at this time slot, i.e., KbðaÞ ¼ Ka þ 1. Otherwise, the

vertex vb is scheduled at the first sub-slot of the next time slot,

i.e., KbðaÞ ¼ Ka þ ð Ka

M

� 	
�M � Ka þ 1Þ. The function

MaxD( ) determines whether the vertex vb has node conflicts

with the vertices scheduled at this time slot. If there is no

node conflict, MaxDðÞ ¼ 1 and the vertex vb can be sched-

uled at this time slot; otherwise, MaxD( ) is the possible

longest distance M, i.e., the absolute distance Kb is deter-

mined by Ka

M

� 	
�M � Ka þ 1. The set A( ) (or B( )) contain

the vertices that are scheduled at this time slot and use the

source node (or the destination node) of the vertex vb.

Our Convergecast Scheduling for Multiple radio inter-

faces (CSM) (shown in Algorithm 2) is based on the

spanning tree algorithm (shown in Algorithm 3). In Algo-

rithm 2, the first vertices of all flows are released before the

schedule starts. The released vertex that has the least laxity

time is selected to be firstly scheduled (line 1). Then

Algorithm 2 finds a shortest path that starts from the

selected node (line 2) and visits each vertex once (lines

between 3 and 8). The method of finding the shortest path

is based on minimum spanning trees. The symbol V 0

denotes the unscheduled vertices. The variable c denotes

how many vertices have been added into the array Sch. In

each iteration, a spanning tree is generated by the function

GST() (line 4). The branch that satisfies the releasing order

constraint and has the minimum density is selected as the

scheduled vertex sequence (line 5). The branch Bg contains

the vertices from the root to the vertex vg. The density is

equal to the quotient of K and |B| and denotes how many

sub-slots every vertex needs. So the less density denotes

the less time slots required by this scheduling array. In the

set V 0 all ancestors of the vertex vg are denoted by

AnceðV 0; vgÞ ¼ fvaj8va 2 V 0; va � vgg. If AnceðV 0; vgÞ
(a) (b) 

Fig. 3 An unfolding graph. a Tow flows, b the unfolding graph
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� Bg, i.e., all ancestors of the vertex vg have been sched-

uled before itself, the branch Bg can satisfy the releasing

order constraint. Finally the set V 0, the array Schc and the

variable c are updated according to the selected branch

(lines between 6 and 8). The time slot where the last vertex

is scheduled is the convergecast delay z (line 9).

Algorithm 2 Convergecast Scheduling for Multiple radio
interfaces (CSM)
Require: G, F , ∀πi and R
Ensure: z

1: find the first scheduled vertex va that has the highest LLF
priority.

2: V ← V − {va} ; Sch[1] = va; c = 1;
3: while V = ∅ do
4: Tree ←GST(V , Schc);
5: vk = argmin{Λg−ΛSch[j]

|Bg|−1 |∀vg ∈ Tree,
Ance(V , vg) ⊆ Bg};

6: V ← V − {vg|∀vg ∈ Bk};
7: update Schj according to the set Bk;
8: j+ = |Bk| − 1;
9: return z = ΛSch[|V |]

M ;

Algorithm 3 GST(V , Schc)
Require: V , Schc and ∀ri

Ensure: the spanning tree Tree, ∀Λa

1: Tree ← {Sch[c]}; Y ← V ;
2: R ← the released vertices in V ;
3: while Y = ∅ do
4: E = {dab|va ∈ Tree, vb ∈ R , dab ∈ D} + {uab|va ∈

Tree, vb ∈ R , uab ∈ U};
5: egk = arg min{Λb(a)−ΛSch[j]

|Ba| |∀eab ∈ E};
6: Tree ← Tree + {vk, egk};
7: Y ← Y − {vk};
8: update R according to the current Y ;
9: return the spanning tree Tree, ∀Λi;

Our spanning tree algorithm is shown in Algorithm 3.

First, the last vertex in the array Schc is the root of the tree

(line 1). The symbolY denotes the set of vertices that have not

been added to the tree. The set R0 contains the released ver-

tices (line 2). In each iteration, one vertex that is in the set R0

and has an edge from the tree to itself (line 4), is selected to

add into the tree (line 6). After adding the vertex, the density

of the new branch must be minimal (line 5). Then the sets R0

and Y are updated (lines between 7 and 8).

In Algorithm 3, the number of iterations of the while

loop in line 3 is O(|V|). The time complexity of line 4, line

5 is O(|V|) and O(|E|), respectively. The time complexity of

Algorithm 3 is OðjVjðjVj þ jEjÞÞ. In Algorithm 2, the

number of iterations of the while loop in line 3 is O(|V|). So

the time complexity of Algorithm 2 is OðjVj2ðjVj þ jEjÞÞ.

5 Optimizing the number of radio interfaces

The rapid convergecast can improve the control perfor-

mance. While in some industrial applications, as long as

the convergecast scheduling provides a guarantee on end-

to-end delay, the requirements of industrial control can be

met [43]. If the service supplied by radio interfaces exceeds

the requirement of convergecast scheduling, some radio

interfaces may be unused. The price of a radio interface is

similar to that of the embedded microcontroller. So to

reduce the cost of industrial wireless networks, the unused

radio interfaces must be removed. In this section, we

minimize the cost of radio interfaces according to the given

upper bound of convergecast delay. The proposed methods

are also based on the unfolding graph. First, we formulate

the problem as a mathematical problem to make it clearer,

and then analyze the upper bound and the lower bound of

the number of radio interfaces. Finally, based on the

analysis, we design two algorithms to solve the problem.

5.1 Problem formulation

The objective of this paper is to minimize the number of

radio interfaces. It is represented as

min
X

8ni2N
ri ð11Þ

Multiple radio interfaces make the network schedulable. So

the constraints [Eqs. (2)–(9)] in Sect. 4.2 also are satisfied

in this problem. Additionally, the given upper bound of

convergecast delay �z cannot be exceeded. Thus, the fol-

lowing constraint needs to be satisfied:
X

8x2½1;jV j�
x � zx � �z ð12Þ

5.2 Upper and lower bounds analysis

In this section, we want to determine the number of radio

interfaces of each node. To reduce the search space, we

analyze the lower and upper bounds of the number of radio

interfaces of each node. First, we introduce some symbols.

The unfolding graph of a flow contains multiple paths. For

example, the graph of the flow f1 in Fig. 3(a) has two paths

from the source node to the sink p1;1 ¼ fv1; v2; v3; v6; v7g,
p1;2 ¼ fv1; v2; v4; v5g and P1 ¼ fp1;1; p1;2g. We define

hposta as the number of vertices from the vertex va to the

sink. And the vertex va is the hprea -th hop from the flow’s

source node. If a vertex is contained in multiple paths, its

hprea is the minimum value among these paths and hposta is

the maximum value. For example, fhpre1 ; hpost1 g ¼ f1; 4g
and fhpre2 ; hpost2 g ¼ f2; 3g. So the earliest released time c1a
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of the vertex va is equal to hprea , and its latest scheduled

time c2a is �z� hposta . The duration from c1a to c2a is the life-

time of the vertex va.

For the vertex va ¼ \ni; nj [ , if k vertices that use the

node ni must be scheduled in the lifetime of the vertex va,

then the utilization of the node ni is equal to k
ri�ðc2a�c1aþ1Þ.

Note that the k vertices contain the vertex va. The utiliza-

tion of a node is not larger than one. So in the lifetime of

the vertex va, ri must be larger than or equal to k
c2a�c1aþ1

. If

the vertex vb uses the node ni and ½c1b; c2b� � ½c1a; c2a�, then the
vertex vb must be scheduled within the duration of ½c1a; c2a�.
The set of this kind of nodes is denoted as

V i;½c1a;c2a� ¼ vbj8vb 2 Vi; ½c1b; c2b� � ½c1a; c2a�

 �

i.e., k ¼ jV i;½c1a;c2a�j. Recall that the set Vi denotes the set of

vertices that use the node ni. Thus, we can get that in the

duration of ½c1a; c2a�, ri is not less than
jV

i;½c2a ;c
1
a �
j

c2a�c1aþ1
. So the lower

bound of the number of radio interfaces is

8ni 2 N;Li ¼ max
jV i;½c2a;c1a�j

c2a � c1a þ 1
j8va 2 Vi

� �� �

ð13Þ

Theorem 1 proves the correctness of the lower bound.

Theorem 1 If 9ni 2 N,

ri\ max
jV i;½c2a;c1a�j

c2a � c1a þ 1
j8va 2 Vi

� �� �

ð14Þ

then not all of packets can be converged to the sink within

the given upper bound of convergecast delay �z.

Proof We assume there exists the node ni. According to

the definition of V i;½c2a;c1a�, we know that if Equation (14)

holds, then there must exist some vertices that cannot be

serviced by the node ni within their lifetimes. If the vertex

va that uses the node ni is not scheduled within its lifetime,

there are no enough time slots to scheduled the descendants

of the node ni before the time slot �z because of the defi-

nition of the lifetime. h

The upper bound of the number of radio interfaces is

determined by three factors. First, due to the limitation of

implementation, a sensor node can be equipped with at

most Ri radio interfaces. The constant Ri is given by node

designers. Second, for a node, the number of its radio

interfaces cannot exceed M, which denotes the number of

channels. Because the M channels support at most M ver-

tices to be scheduled simultaneously. Even if there exist

more radio interfaces, they cannot be used. Third, the node

ni serves multiple paths. In the worst case, these pathes

pass the node ni simultaneously. So the number of its radio

interfaces cannot exceed the number of these paths. These

paths are contained in the set F i ¼ fpkgjni 2 pkg;8fk 2
F; 8pkg 2 Pkg. So,
8ni 2 N;U i ¼ min Ri;M; jF ijf g ð15Þ

If 9ni 2 N;Li [U i, the network cannot be scheduled

within the given upper bound of convergecast delay.

5.3 Optimal branch-and-bound algorithm

In this subsection, we propose an optimal algorithm based

on the classical Branch-and-Bound (BB) to minimize the

cost of radio interfaces. This algorithm has two steps. First,

we find a solution, which is used to distinguish infeasible

solutions. Second, we search the optimal solution based on

the BB method Algorithm 4. They are as follows.

Step 1 we construct an initial solution. The cost of the

initial solution �C is the initial upper bound for discarding

infeasible branches in Algorithm 4. We modify Algorithm

2 and Algorithm 3 to obtain the initial solution. The symbol

r0i to denote the current number of radio interfaces. Before

the algorithm begins, the number of usable radio interfaces

of each node is equal to its lower bound Li. Then if the

current number r0i can be increased and increasing r0i can

reduce the distance, then a radio interface is added to the

node ni. The detailed modifications are as follows.

(1) Before Algorithm 2 begins, 8ni 2 N, r0i ¼ Li.

(2) We modify Algorithm 3. Recall that we use Bg to

denote the branch from the root to the vertex vg. In

a spanning tree, the distance of the vertex vk is

affected by its ancestors. If the node ni is used by

two vertices vg and vl( vg§vl and vl§vg), then the

value of r0i on branches Bg and Bl can be different,

since the schedules on the two branches are

different. So we use r0i;g and r0i;l to distinguish them.

Before the tree is generated, 8ni 2 N; r0i;	 ¼ r0i. The

absolute distance KbðaÞ is redefined as follows.

Kbða; pa; pbÞ ¼ Ka

þmin MaxDðb; a; Schc; pa; pbÞ;
Ka

M

� �

�M � Ka þ 1

� �

where pa and pb denote the added number of

radio interfaces in the source and destination

of the vertex vb, and

MaxDðb; a; Schc; pa; pbÞ

¼ max 1;M �max
jAðb; a; SchcÞj
r0ab;b þ pa

$ %

;

((

jBðb; a; SchcÞj
r0bb;b þ pb

$ %

gg
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Thus, when the vertex vb is scheduled after the vertex va, if

r0ab;b and r0bb;b are less than their upper bound, the vertex vb

has four optional distances Kbða; 0; 0Þ, Kbða; 0; 1Þ,
Kbða; 1; 0Þ and Kbða; 1; 1Þ. Kbða; pa; pbÞ denotes the abso-

lute distance in the schedule Sch when the node nab and nbb
has r0ab;b þ pa and r0bb;b þ pb usable radio interfaces,

respectively. If the current number of radio interfaces is

equal to the upper bound, the parameter p	 is only 0. The

selected edge egk has the minimal density among

fKbða;pa;pbÞ�KSch½c�
jBaj j8eab 2 E; 8pa 2 f0; 1g; pa �Uab

�r0ab;b; 8pb 2 f0; 1g; pb �Ubb � r0bb;bg, and the minimal

sum of pa and pb if some densities equal. The values of r0ab;b
and r0bb;b are updated according to the selected pa and pb. In

this way, we can find a feasible solution as far as possible,

and use radio interfaces as less as possible.

(3) In Algorithm 2, after the branch Bk is selected, we

update every r0i as r
0
i;k. After Algorithm 2 calculated

the convergecast delay z, if z� �z, then �C ¼
P

8ni2N
r0i

and the feasible solution is Rinit ¼ fr01; . . .; r0jNjg.
Otherwise, �C ¼

P

8ni2N
U i and Rinit ¼ ;. We find that

even though the network with the cost C cannot be

scheduled within the given convergecast delay, the

network with the cost C � 1 may be scheduled

(shown in Property 1 and Fig. 4). So there is no need

to check whether 8ni 2 N; ri ¼ U i is a feasible

solution or not. It only denotes that if we do not find a

feasible solution in Step 1, the entire solution space

between the lower bound and the upper bound must

be searched by Algorithm 4.

Property 1 Not all of increasing radio interfaces can

reduce the convergecast delay.

Intuitively, the more radio interfaces can supply more

services and make convergecast delay less. However, even

if the number of radio interfaces becomes greater, the

changing of radio interfaces may lead to the increasing of

node conflicts that can delay convergecast. We show an

example to illustrate Property 1. Figure 4(a) shows a

simple network and four flows. And Fig. 4(b) shows three

convergecasts under different the number of radio inter-

faces. Note that for brevity Fig. 4(b) ignores the retrans-

missions. First, every node has only one radio interface.

The convergecast delay is 7. Then the node n4 is equipped

with two radio interfaces. The convergecast delay reduces

to 6, since they can support more services. In the third

configuration the node n2 is equipped with two radio

interfaces. Due to the conflicts on the node n4, only one

transmission can be scheduled at each time slot from TS3 to

TS8. Thus, its delay is larger than that of other two con-

figurations, even though it has more radio interfaces than

the first configuration.

Step 2 The method BB adopts a search tree, where each

node corresponds to an array of the number of radio

interfaces. The network nodes are sorted according to the

decreasing order of their utilizations, and the network node

n1 has the largest utilization. Note that the network node ni
does not corresponds to the network node ni. The element

ri in the array denotes the number of radio interfaces in the

network node ni.

The root of the search tree is the lower bound of the

number of radio interfaces Li on every network node. And

the root is at level 1. It creates its children at level 2 and

then these children create new nodes at the next level. For

the new nodes created by the node of level n, the value of

their element r0n is set as from Ln to Un and other elements

are not changed. An example of the search tree is shown in

Fig. 5.

Our BB algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. It wants to

find the minimal cost Cmin and a feasible solution R. The

Fig. 5 An example of the search tree

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4 An example for Property 1. a A network and four flows,

b convergecast scheduling under different numbers of radio interfaces
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cost �C and the solution Rinit obtained by Step 1 are the

initial solution (line 1). Then the algorithm adopts a FIFO

queue Q to construct the search tree. First, the root is added

into the queue Q (line 2). The tuple \R0; n[ denotes the

array R0 is at level n. Then when the new nodes are created,

their tuples are added into the queue. These tuples are

removed in order of FIFO (line 4). For each tuple, if its cost

is less than the current minimal cost or there is no feasible

solution (line 5), Algorithm 2 is invoked to obtain its delay

z (line 6) and its children are created at level nþ 1 (lines

between 9 and 12). If the delay z of the current tuple is less

than the upper bound of delay (line 7), the minimal cost

and the feasible solution are updated (line 8). Finally, if the

algorithm finds a feasible solution, then the minimal cost is

also feasible (lines between 13 and 16).

Algorithm 4 Our BB method
Require: C̄ , Rinit, ∀Li, ∀Ui and z̄
Ensure: Cmin and R

1: Cmin = C̄; R ← Rinit;
2: Q.enqueue(< {L1, ...,L|N |}, 1 >);
3: while !Q.isEmpty() do
4: < R , ξ >← Q.dequeue();
5: if (

∀ i∈R
i < Cmin) or

((
∀ i∈R

i == Cmin)&&(R == ∅)) then

6: z = CSM(R );
7: if z ≤ z̄ then
8: Cmin =

∀ i∈R
i; R ← R ;

9: if ξ < N then
10: for ∀j ∈ [Lξ, Uξ] do
11: ξ = j;
12: Q.enqueue(< R , ξ + 1 >);
13: if R! = ∅ then
14: return Cmin and R;
15: else
16: return FAIL;

In the worst case, when no branches are discarded, the

Branch-and-Bound algorithm traverses the entire solution

space and can find the optimal solution. In Algorithm 4, the

current minimal cost is the bound for discarding infeasible

branches. If the optimal solution exists, it cannot be dis-

card, since it is not less than the current minimal solution.

So Algorithm 4 can find the optimal solution. But for some

networks the execution time of the method BB may be

unacceptable. So in the next subsection, we propose a fast

and efficient heuristic algorithm to solve this problem.

5.4 A fast heuristic algorithm

In the example of Fig. 4, when all nodes have the same

number of radio interfaces, the utilization of the node n4 is

the largest. Increasing its radio interfaces can reduce its

utilization and node conflicts. The utilization is the main

factor impacting on the convergecast delay. Our algorithm

MinRI assigns radio interfaces to each node according to

its utilization, such that the cost of radio interfaces in the

entire network is minimal. When all nodes are equipped

with one radio interface, the utilization of the node ni is

equal to maxf
jV

i;½c2a ;c
1
a �
j

c2a�c1aþ1
j8va 2 Vig. We define this utilization

as the base utilization qi. Then in our algorithm MinRI,

we adjust the number of radio interfaces of each nodes

according to its base utilization.

Algorithm 5 MinRI
Require: ∀Li, ∀Ui, ∀ρi and Δ
Ensure: Cmin and R

1: ∀ni ∈ N , calculate its density ρi;
2: loop
3: ∀ni ∈ N, ri = min{Ui, max{Li, ρi ;
4: z = CSM(R);
5: if z ≤ z̄ then
6: return Cmin =

∀ri∈R

ri and R;

7: else if ∀ri ∈ R, ri == Ui then
8: return FAIL;
9: ∀ni ∈ N, ρi = ρi/Δ;

Our algorithm MinRI is shown in Algorithm 5. First, the

algorithm calculates the base utilization for each node (line

1). Then, we use the given coefficient Dð0\D\1Þ to

adjust the base utilization (line 9). The number of radio

interfaces cannot be less than the utilization (Theorem 1).

Otherwise, the flow set is unschedulable. So the number of

radio interfaces is the ceiling of the utilization and is

bounded by the upper and lower bounds (line 3). For each

adjustment, Algorithm 2 is invoked to obtain the con-

vergecast delay (line 4). If the delay is not larger than the

given delay, the current cost is the result solved by our

algorithm (lines between 5 and 6). With the adjustment of

utilizations, the number of radio interfaces increases. When

all the number of radio interfaces are the upper bound and

the obtained delay is still larger than the given delay, the

algorithm does not find a feasible solution (lines between 7

and 8). The complexity of this algorithm is pseudo-poly-

nomial, since the number of iterations of the loop in line 2

is determined by the given coefficient Dð0\D\1Þ and the

base utilization.
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6 Evaluations

In this section, two evaluations are presented to demon-

strate the effectiveness of our methods. First, we show that

our convergecast scheduling algorithm has less converge-

cast delay than the classical scheduling policy. Then, based

on our convergecast scheduling algorithm we present that

our algorithm MinRI can effectively reduce the number of

radio interfaces.

6.1 Convergecast scheduling algorithm

We compare our scheduling algorithm CSM against the

classical scheduling policy LLF (Least Laxity First, which

firstly schedules the transmissions whose packet has the

least laxity time) [44]. Other classical policies, e.g., RM,

DM and EDF [44], are not suitable for convergecast

scheduling problem, because they must be used in the flow

set with different periods or different deadlines. While the

policy LLF supports the same period and deadline. All

algorithms are implemented in C language. These pro-

grams run on a Windows machine with 3.4GHz CPU and

4GB memory.

The test cases used in our evaluations are generated

randomly. In each test case, the network with the given

number of nodes is generated in the square area A. The sink

is placed at the center and other nodes are placed randomly.

According to the suggestion in the work of [45], the

number of nodes n and the square area A should satisfy
n
A
¼ 2p

d2
ffiffiffiffi
27

p , where the transmitting range d is set as **0 m.

Then each node is connected to the nodes that are in its

transmitting range and have been connected to the sink. If

some nodes cannot connect to the sink, their locations are

generated randomly again. There are n� 1 flows in a

network, and the source nodes of there flows are different.

We randomly select some shortest paths to combine rout-

ing graphs.

We use the ILOG CPLEX solver to solve the 0-1 ILP

problem [Eqs. (1)–(9)]. But sometimes the ILOG CPLEX

cannot find the feasible solution in an acceptable time. So

we use the lower bound of optimal solution as the com-

parison baseline. The lower bound LC is defined as

LC ¼ max
jVj
M

� �

;max
jVij
ri

� �

j8ni 2 N

� �� �

When we only consider the scheduling conflict, the optimal

solution is not less than
jVj
M

l m
. When we only consider the

node conflict, the optimal solution is not less than the

number of time slots used by any node. In order to make

the problem solvable by the ILOG CPLEX, we set n ¼ 9,

and the number of radio interfaces in each node is ran-

domly selected from the integers 1 and 2. We will extend

these parameters in the next evaluation. Figure 6 shows

that the normalized number of time slots (with LC being

used as the baseline). For each configuration, 50 test cases

that can be solved by the ILOG CPEX in an accept-

able time are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the other

two algorithms. The policy LLF and our algorithm CSM

needs, on average, 2:3% and 1:5% more time slots than the

optimal solutions, respectively. And the lower bound LC is

tight.

In the following evaluations, the ILOG CPLEX cannot

find a feasible solution in an acceptable time, we only

compare the algorithms LLF and CSM with the lower

bound LC. Figure 7 shows the normalized convergecast

delay with LC being used as the baseline. For each con-

figuration, 100 test cases are generated randomly. Con-

sidering the requirement of real applications and the

implementation limitation, the sink has 3 radio interfaces

and the number of radio interfaces in other nodes is ran-

domly selected from the integers 1 to 3. These subfig-

ures use the same scale and show the results under different

numbers of channels. From the subfigures, we can know

that

• No matter what the configuration is, our algorithm is

more effective than the classical policy LLF. Compar-

ing with the lower bound LC, in the worst case, our

algorithm CSM introduces 10% extra delay. The

optimal solution is larger than or equal to the baseline

LC, so our algorithm can obtain the close to optimal

solutions.

• When the number of channels ranges from 4 to 7, the

more the channel resources, the more the time slots. It

is because that the more channels cause the longer

distance [Eq. (10)].

• When the number of channels is larger than 7, the

number of time slots decreases with the increase of the

channel resource. Since if the channel resource is

abundant, the scheduling conflict almost disappear.

Fig. 6 The delay comparison among LC, LLF, our algorithm and

CPLEX
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Additionally, for the policy LLF the number of time

slots increases with the increase of the network size. It

is because that when the network size becomes large,

the number of vertices increases sharply due to the

graph routing scheme. In this case, the node conflict

becomes more severe. While our algorithm CSM is not

affected by it.

6.2 Minimizing cost

For the problem of minimizing cost, our BB algorithm can

find the optimal solution. But its execution time increases

dramatically as the number of nodes increases. When the

number of nodes is 20, its execution time is about 30

seconds. When the number of nodes is 50, its execution

time is about 40 minutes. So we set the sum of the lower

bound Li as the baseline, i.e., the lower bound of optimal

solution is denoted as

LM ¼
X

8ni2N
Li

In the following evaluations, when the number of nodes is

larger than 50, there are no the BB algorithm since its

execution time is significantly long.

Besides the BB algorithm and LM, we consider the

following comparison methods: (1) C?M: the converge-

cast scheduling algorithm is our proposed CSM and the

minimizing cost algorithm is our algorithm MinRI. (2)

L?M: the policy LLF and our algorithm MinRI. (3) C?H:

the scheduling algorithm is CSM, and all network nodes

are Homogeneous and have the same number of radio

interfaces. Usually, the homogeneous nodes are adopted in

real applications. For the method in the homogeneous

network, first, we check the network whose all nodes have

one radio interfaces to determine whether it can be

scheduled within the given delay bound. If it cannot be

scheduled, we increase the number of radio interfaces and

check it again. Until the network can be scheduled. (4)

L?H: the policy LLF and homogenous nodes. Addition-

ally, in our algorithm MinRI, the given coefficient D

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 7 The delay comparison among LLF, our algorithm and LC.

a M ¼ 4, b M ¼ 5, c M ¼ 6, d M ¼ 7, e M ¼ 12, f M ¼ 16

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 8 Cost comparison. aM ¼ 4, b A part of (a), cM ¼ 10, d A part

of (c), e M ¼ 16, f A part of (e)
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influences the performance and execution time. So we set

the coefficient D as 0.6 and 0.8, respectively.

Figure 8 shows the normalized cost with LM being used

as the baseline. Each node can be equipped with at most 3

radio interfaces. And the delay �z is the convergecast delay

that is obtained when the network applies the method L?H

and all nodes are equipped with two radio interfaces. Other

parameters are the same with those of Fig. 7. To show the

comparison clearly, the subfigures (b), (d) and (f) are the

zoom-in of the subfigures (a), (c) and (e), respectively.

From the figures, we know that

• Our algorithm MinRI significantly outperforms the

homogeneous method. And its convergecast delay is

close to the optimal solution. The different between our

algorithm MinRI and the optimal solutions is less than

3%. Moreover, when M ¼ 4 and n
 50, our delay is

almost equal to the optimal solution.

• The larger the coefficient D, the algorithm MinRI is

closer to the optimal solution. Figure 9 shows the

execution time comparison among the algorithms BB

and C?M. Though our algorithm MinRI introduces

small extra delay, the execution time of the algorithm

MinRI is less than 45% of that of the algorithm BB no

matter what the configuration is. In the best case our

algorithm MinRI only need 23% of the execution time

of the algorithm BB.

• For the same mark symbol, the red lines denote our

proposed scheduling algorithm CSM, and the black

lines is the policy LLF. These evaluations also show

our algorithm CSM performs better than the policy

LLF.

• When the number of channels is 4 and the number of

nodes is larger than 50, the method C?H is close to the

method L?M. It is because that our algorithm CSM

significantly outperforms the policy LLF. Even using

the homogeneous nodes the cost obtained by our

algorithm is also very small.

• The extra cost decrease with the increase of nodes. The

large network contains more vertices due to the graph

routing scheme. Thus, every node is used more

frequently. When the algorithm adds one radio inter-

face on a node, the increased radio interface eliminates

more node conflicts than that in the small network. So a

little extra cost is introduced in the large network.

7 Conclusion

This paper focuses on how to apply multiple radio inter-

faces to converge data. First, based on the shortest path

problem we design a convergecast scheduling algorithm

for multi-radio interface networks. Then, we propose two

algorithms to minimize the number of radio interfaces. The

two algorithms invoke our proposed scheduling algorithm

to check the schedulability of networks with different the

number of radio interfaces and find the optimized solution.

Evaluations show that our proposed algorithms are close to

optimal. In future work, we will extend our study to the

flow set that contains flows with different periods and

deadlines.
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